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Background: Placenta is a source of nutrition for the developing fetus. It can throw light on its health
and growth status also. sonography provides the accurate determination of gestational age. It is the
most useful information. In estimating GA, growing evidences on the prediction of placental thickness
are directing the obstetricians to measure PT as a routine in pregnant woman.
Methods: In our study we includes 200 normal antenatal subjects of gestational age ranging from
11 weeks to 40.This study conducted in the Department of Radiology.
Results: This result revealed that placental thickness increases with each week of gestation from
11.51mm at 11 weeks to 37.13mm at 40 weeks of gestational age as given in last.
Conclusions: It can be concluded that antenatal ultrasound examinations should include
measurement of placental thickness, because it helps in quantifying intrauterine environmental
adequacy and fetal well-being.
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INTRODUCTION_____________________
A normal pregnancy should be happened between 38 and 42
weeks. The delivery of a single baby, with foetal weight of 2.5
kg or more and with no maternal complication is considered
as normal pregnancy.1 Other factors like biochemical test
results, evaluation of foetal growth, risk assessment of
various foetal anomalies, expanded maternal serum
biomarkers, gestational age plays an important role and help
the obstetrician to take proper measures that would optimize
outcome of foetal.2 There are major antenatal implications of
using ultrasonography. It provides a safe and non-invasive
means for the evaluation of the placenta whose normal and
abnormal size, appearance and growth pattern can be
explained. The placenta is a foetal organ. It provides the
physiological link between a pregnant woman and the fetus
with important metabolic, endocrine and immunologic
functions. Moreover, it is also responsible for nutrition,
respiration and excretion for the fetus. As a barrier, it has a
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role in protecting the fetus from harmful agents.3 Placental
size is a manifestation of health and size of the fetus. The
placenta grows from the chorionic villi at the implantation site
at about the fifth week of gestation and by the ninth or tenth
week, it is clearly visible at sonography as diffuse granular
echo texture.4,5 Scientifically, it would define as the fusion of
fetal organs to maternal tissue for the purpose of physiologic
exchange. It is usually 2-4 cm thick and weighs around 600
grams.6 With the new advances in grey scale and Doppler
sonography, it is possible to study the placental sonographic
appearance and its relationship to uteroplacental blood flow
measurement and intrauterine growth. Accurate assessment
of gestational age (GA) is very important in assessing the
growth of fetus and to plan for delivery. Placenta is a source
of nutrition for the developing fetus. It can throw light on its
health and growth status also. Studies have revealed that
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during 17-20 weeks, changes in placenta correlate well with
the development of the fetus and can predict fetal
abnormality. Currently the most effective way to date
pregnancy is by the use of ultrasound parameters. Numerous
sonographically derived fetal parameters are used to date
the pregnancy. According to Campbell S, placental
parameters are useful in assessing GA and intra uterine
growth retardation that needs early intervention. For
estimating gestational age, measurement of placental
thickness (PT) can also be used as a new additional
parameter. Obstetric sonography provides the accurate
determination of gestational age. It is the most useful
information. In estimating GA, growing evidences on the
prediction of placental thickness are directing the
obstetricians to measure PT as a routine in pregnant
woman.7-12
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Table 1: Distribution of cases according to Placental position
Placental position

frequency

Fundal anterior

66

Fundal posterior

58

Anterior wall

24

Posterior wall

26

Lateral wall

26

Total

200

Table 2: Distribution of cases according to mean placental in relation
of gestation age
Gestation age in weeks

No. of cases

Mean placental
thickness

11

4

11.51

METHODS__________________________

12

2

11.86

Study Population: - In our study we includes 200 normal
antenatal subjects of gestational age ranging from 11 weeks
to 40.
Study Area: - This study conducted in the Department of
Radiology.
Data collection: - The transabdominal sonography was
performed on each subject using Philips Envisor equipment,
which has a multifrequency convex transducer with
frequency range of 2 to 5MHz. Thickness of placenta was
measured from the echogenic chorionic plate to placental
myometrial interphase (excluding myometrium and sub
placental veins). All these measurements are taken when
uterine myometrium is in relaxed phase. Sonologically site of
umbilical cord insertion was identified as a ‘V’ shaped hypo
echoic area close to the chorionic plate, where placental
thickness was maximum. Calculation of gestational age in
1st trimester was done by measuring CRL (crown-rump
length) using had lock tables and for 2nd & 3rd trimesters
composite of fetal measurements like biparietal diameter,
circumference of head and abdomen taken at appropriate
levels and femur length are used.
Data analysis:-Data were analysed by using Microsoft excel.

13

6

12.62

14

4

13.53

15

2

14.98

16

4

15.59

17

6

16.66

18

2

17.53

19

4

18.53

20

6

19.11

21

4

20.66

22

2

21.17

23

8

22.59

24

8

23.61

25

4

24.13

26

6

26.02

27

4

26.53

28

6

23.66

29

8

28.61

RESULTS___________________________

30

6

30.33

31

8

31.27

32

18

31.33

33

16

32.39

34

6

32.79

35

16

34.54

36

22

35.46

37

8

36.75

38

6

36.23

39

2

37

40

2

37.13

In our study we were included total 200 cases. Among all
cases 146 cases were belongs to 20-25 age group followed
by 26-30 (28),<20(16) & >30(10). We observed placental
position, out of 200 cases 66 cases of fundal anterior, 58
cases of fundal posterior,24 cases of anterior wall,26 cases
of posterior wall & 26 cases of lateral wall position of
placenta. This result revealed that placental thickness
increases with each week of gestation from 11.51mm at 11
weeks to 37.13mm at 40 weeks of gestational age as given
in last.

200
146

28

16
<20

DISCUSSION________________________

20-25

26-30

10
>30

Total

Chart:1 Distribution of cases according to age group
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Previously, placenta was evaluated to determine its position
or to know any premature separation is present or not. Due
to this its role in management of pregnancy is very limited.
But now days, with the help of advanced ultrasound
equipment and more detailed examination of placenta, it is
possible to understand the possible morphological changes
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as the placenta matures from first trimester itself. Changes in
placental thickness are an indication of normal growth of
fetoplacental unit which is measurable on sonography.
Altered placental thickness has been related with several
fetal and maternal pathological conditions. Measurement of
placental thickness has an important role in screening of
pregnancy related complications. Placental thickness must
be required for each week of gestation. The abnormalities of
fetus can be observed by calculating the placental thickness,
as thickness of placenta is changed due to pathological
processes.13 Recognition of posteriorly located placentas is
done by acquiring images, where fetal accosting shadowing
is least and for anteriorly placed placentas correct positioning
of transducer and proper adjustment of gain settings will
decrease the near field and reverberation artifacts. Accuracy
of placental measurements depends on detailed acquisition
and interpretation of images. Error rate can be minimized by
taking accurate measurements. For example, imaging
obliquely through the placenta leads to images showing
increased placental thickening which is incorrect. To reduce
these measurement errors, it is necessary to perform the
examinations by using the same equipment and also by the
same examiner.
It is evident from the above study that sonographic
measurement of placental thickness in singleton pregnancies
can be used as an additional tool in the assessment of
gestational age as its linear correlation with gestational age.
An abnormal placental thickness for the respective
gestational age should raise the suspicion of any underlying
pathological process which may affect the pregnancy
outcome. This early identification of abnormalities may help
the obstetrician to consider specific antenatal care.
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CONCLUSION_______________________
It can be concluded that antenatal ultrasound examinations
should include measurement of placental thickness, because
it helps in quantifying intrauterine environmental adequacy
and fetal well-being.
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